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Design of an experimental setup to achieve sinusoidal temperature
oscillation in ultrahigh vacuum

F. Pestya) and P. Garoche
Laboratoire de Physique des Solides, CNRS UMR8502, Universite´ Paris-Sud, Baˆtiment 510,
91405 Orsay cedex, France

~Received 8 August 2002; accepted 2 December 2002!

We designed an experimental setup to produce a temperature oscillation at the surface of a sample,
in ultrahigh vacuum. The heating device, a tungsten wire, uses infrared radiation to heat the sample.
A regular sine wave cannot produce a harmonic power oscillation, due to the nonlinear character of
the Stefan–Boltzmann law of radiation. To achieve it we generate a complex wave form to take into
account the thermal behavior of the heating filament as well as its electronic transport properties. An
example of temperature oscillation is shown in the case of a tantalum sample, at a 0.12 Hz
frequency. It exhibits harmonic behavior with an oscillation amplitude of about 1 K. This method
opens the field to new experiments in surface science, to study reversible surface phase transitions.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1544420#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surface studies lack thermodynamic information, thou
they present a key interest in many aspects of surfaces
terfaces, or nanostructures physics. This article deals with
possibility of thermal investigations in such fields. These
vestigations usually consist in bringing an amount of hea
a sample, then examining its response, for instance, its t
perature variation. Ac calorimetry measurements to pr
thermal properties require sinusoidal temperature oscillat
because it is based on a linearization of the heat diffus
equation.1–3 This linearization only holds within a narrow
frequency range, so the thermal response can only be a
rately analyzed if the thermal excitation is purely harmon
Moreover a sinusoidal excitation allows lock-in detectio
and more interestingly provides unique information about
characteristic thermal time constants of the system,4,5 thanks
to the determination of the oscillating response therm
phase shift as a function of frequency. Furthermore, Fou
analysis of the response may provide additional insights
possible nonlinear thermal properties.

In the case of surface studies, requiring ultrahi
vacuum, it is not easy to realize a temperature oscillation
measure it. Several heating methods may be considered:
heating, resistive, electron bombardment, solid heat cond
tion, infrared~IR! heating, and laser heating. However, the
is a drastic limitation of choice in the case of semicondu
ing, transparent, or insulating materials: resistive self-hea
is not possible, intrinsically, nor electron bombardment, sin
no bias potential can be applied to the surface. In this arti
infrared heating from a local filament has been preferred
laser heating because it provides a wide infrared band, w
is appropriate for transparent materials or materials disp
ing a complex absorption spectrum. It can easily be app
to a wide variety of materials, including insulating one

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
pesty@lps.u-psud.fr
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Though the example we discuss concerns a refractory c
ducting material, tantalum, the method can be used for m
other physical systems, in a wide temperature range.

There is a need for periodical excitation, to enable st
ies of reversible phenomena. In particular, it is possible
separate the reversible part from the irreversi
contribution.6 At the same time, it is necessary to be able
produce harmonic excitation, since in this case the anal
of the response is easy to interpret. Indeed, either the
sponse is harmonic, then we are faced with a linear syst
or it leads to second~or higher! harmonic generation, then it
measurement provides useful insights about the physic
the phenomena. Of course, in the latter case, we must ge
of inharmonic contributions in the excitation itself, otherwi
results are not likely to be easily interpreted.

For this purpose, we propose a thermal model that
lows the generation of a pure harmonic temperature osc
tion by finding a particular solution to the nonlinear diffe
ential equation of the heat exchange in the heating filam
in which both the heat capacity and the electrical resista
have a temperature dependence. Then, we present an ex
mental example of a harmonic temperature oscillation
tained with this method. Finally, we discuss some appli
tions in the field of surface studies.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

A. Experimental setup

To obtain a pure sinusoidal temperature oscillation of
sample it is necessary to produce a sinusoidal oscillation
the heating power. This assumes that the sample oscilla
range is not too large, so that the sample heat capacity
thermal conductivity~which generally both depend on tem
perature! can be considered constant within the small te
perature excursion. We emphasize that a heating sys
based on IR radiation is a nonlinear one, because the Ste
Boltzmann law of radiation is highly nonlinear in temper
ture. However, as we will see, linear excitation is possib
il:
5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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taking into account the variation of some important para
eters and finding a periodic, steady-state solution to the
ferential equation describing the nonlinear thermal proce

Our heating setup is displayed in Fig. 1. It includes
heating filament generating the IR radiation. Located beh
the sample, it is made of a long tungsten wire (L51 m), 0.1
mm diam. The wire loops are geometrically arranged so
the emitted flow is almost equivalent to a uniformly heat
emitting surface. A heating voltageVfil(t) is applied between
the filament terminals, using a digital wave generator~see
Sec. II D!. As we will see, the voltage is synthesized with
complex wave form that is numerically computed after so
ing the thermal equations. It produces the heating cur
I fil(t) of the filament. The Joule power dissipated within t
filament is mostly converted into radiation power.

The sample holder is not shown. It allows us to trans
the sample in ultrahigh vacuum~base pressure below
1029 Torr), wherein situ surface studies are possible, su
as low-energy electron diffraction~LEED!.7

The resulting temperature oscillation is measured wit
type K ~chromel–alumel! thermocouple welded on the fron
side of the sample, a 0.2-mm-thick tantalum foil. The osc
lation is Fourier analyzed. It must be noted that for sm
amplitude oscillations—about 1 K—the nonlinear contrib
tion from the type K thermocouple~about 231024 K) can
be safely neglected.

B. Nonlinear system

If filament electrical resistanceRfil was constant along a
excitation period, then the Joule power dissipated within
wire would simply follow the same temporal variation tha
the one of the squared voltage:PJoule5Vfil

2 /Rfil}Vfil
2 (t). In

fact, the electrical resistivity of a metal such as tungs
strongly depends on temperature. In our studied tempera
range—i.e., between ambient temperature and about 1
K—Rfil varies almost linearly with the filament temperatu
Tfil . Since the dissipated Joule power is partly used
changeTfil , the consequence is a time dependence of
filament temperature, and thus the resistance. This mean
resistance is not constant along an excitation period, so
the expected behavior of the heating process clearly will
be Ohmic. Let us write the Joule power asPJoule5Vfil(t)
3I fil(t), and compute the filament resistance asRfil(t)
5Vfil(t)/I fil(t).

Assuming a perfect blackbody radiation, we use

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. The sample is a tantalum
heated from behind by the radiated power emitted by a heated tung
filament.Prad is converted from the Joule power dissipated within the fi
ment. The temperature is measured with a type K thermocouple welde
the outer side of the foil.
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Stefan–Boltzmann law to write the power radiated by t
heated wire:

Prad~ t !5s«ATfil
4 ~ t !, ~1!

where s55.67310212 W K24 cm22 is the Stefan–
Boltzmann constant,« is the emissivity factor, andA the
emitting area of the filament.

Note that the average filament temperature is mu
higher than the sample temperature: for example, it mus
around 1100 K to obtain about 460 K on the sample. T
means that the power emitted by the filament is much lar
than the power radiated back from the sample to the filam
In first approximation, the latter corresponds to an aver
power yielding a constant rise in the filament temperatu
So, the effect of small sample temperature modulation
completely negligible. Because of the large frequency ba
width of the energy distribution in a blackbody radiatio
spectrum~severalkBTfil),

8 we can safely consider the« fac-
tor as a constant.

Let us invert Eq.~1! to obtain the time evolution of the
filament temperature:

Tfil~ t !5@Prad~ t !/s«A#1/4. ~2!

Let us now assume in a first step that all the Joule po
is converted into radiation power. We will later refine th
assumption by taking into account retardation effects due
the finite filament heat capacity. So, energy conservation
ables us to write the power balance asPrad5PJoule. The
wanted variation for the radiation power can now be e
pressed as a sinusoidal wave form. This is written:

Prad~ t !5P01Pv sinvt. ~3!

We may now evaluate the variation that the filame
temperature has to follow by combining Eqs.~2! and ~3!:
Tfil}(a1b sinvt)1/4. This variation is, in turn, used to calcu
late the optimum wave form for the heating voltage:

Vfil5ARfil3PJoule}Tfil
5/2. ~4!

This means that we need to produce a heating volt
varying as the 5/8th power of a sine wave:

Vfil~ t !}~c1d sinvt !5/8, ~5!

where c and d are normalization parameters. This formu
shows that, though the thermal system is nonlinear, an a
lytically computable solution can be obtained.

C. More realistic model

The previous equations would be correct if the filame
heater were to respond to the excitation with an infinite
short delay. This cannot occur because the filament ha
finite mass, and hence, a finite heat capacity,Cp . Taking this
into account yields a better modeling of the thermal syste
The power balance is written now:

PJoule5Prad1Pcalor, ~6!

where the ‘‘calorific power’’Pcalor stands for the power tha
has to be exchanged with the filament to vary its inter
energy as the temperature is varied. It is directly proportio
to the rate of temperature change:
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2577Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 4, April 2003 Sinusoidal temperature in UHV
Pcalor~ t !5Cp3
dTfil~ t !

dt
, ~7!

where the filament heat capacity is the sum of two term
Cp5Cph1gTfil . The first term is the contribution of lattic
vibrations~phonons!. In the temperature range of interest
is independent of the temperature, due to the law of Dulo
and Petit.8 In the case of our filament, we estimate9 Cph

'0.027 J/K. The second term arises from the conduc
electron contribution. It gives rise to a linear variation inT.
We estimate it to be:g'1.431026 J K22. It accounts for
the ~small! Cp variation along the excitation period, throug
its dependence inTfil .

According to Eq.~7!, the calorific power is proportiona
to the algebraic temperature variation rate,dT/dt, which
means that it can be absorbed or released according to
sign of the rate. The full problem is thus transformed into
nonlinear differential equation inTfil(t):

Vfil
2 ~ t !

R1Tfil~ t !
5~s«A!Tfil

4 ~ t !1Cp~ t !
dTfil~ t !

dt
, ~8!

where theR1 parameter is the resistance linear coefficient.
fact, a more complete description ofRfil also takes into ac-
count smaller terms in a parabolic expansion:

Rfil~ t !5Rfil@Tfil~ t !#5R01R1Tfil1R2Tfil
2 , ~9!

with R0522.55V, R150.0276V/K, and R2

52.4 1026 V/K2, in the case of our tungsten filament. W
use expansion~9! in the following.

The general solution to Eq.~8! is unknown, especially
when V(t) contains trigonometric functions. Since all th
terms may be of the same order of magnitude, the us
approximations cannot be made. However, the particular
lution as expressed in Eq.~2! can still be tried. SincePrad is
sought with a sinusoidal variation@Eq. ~3!#, and since Eq.~1!
still holds, an analytical solution is reachable again. In effe
we are looking for a steady-state solution. In particular,
calorific power can be expressed by derivating Eq.~2!, to
give:

dTfil

dt
~ t !5~s«A!21/4

d

dt
~Prad

1/4!. ~10!

So that:

Pcalor~ t !5
Cp~ t !

4
v~s«A!21/4Pv~P0

1Pv sinvt !23/4cosvt. ~11!

The wave form of the wanted filament voltage can n
be written in the following analytic form:

Vfil~ t !5ARfil~ t !3AP01Pv sinvt1Pcalor~ t !. ~12!

Note that by assumingR050, R250, andCp50, we recover
the particular variation in the 5/8th power of a sine wa
@Eq. ~5!#.
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D. Generating the nonharmonic wave form

Since the filament temperature has to follow a periodi
variation, so does the voltage applied to the heating filam
The nonharmonic wave form~12! cannot be provided
through a conventional sine wave generator, however, i
easily synthesized by digital-to-analog converters. For t
purpose we used a digital synthesizer described in Fig. 2

The wave-form time evolution is obtained by scanning
set of memory addresses, using digital counters—T1 andT2

in Fig. 2—fed with a single master clock: a 1 MHz quartz
oscillator. The computer~PC! calculates the wave form ac
cording to Eq.~12!, as a table ofNsample 12 bit values. It
sends these values to the synthesizer memory~RAM!
through its serial port. The values feed the digital-to-ana
converter~DAC!, at precise times that are computed acco
ing to the wanted excitation frequency,f exc, at a rate given
by timer T1 .

The very same clock is used to synthesize the excita
wave form ~providing Vfil to the heater! as well as other
signals perfectly locked in phase with it: a reference clo
‘‘clk –ref,’’ and a sampling clock, ‘‘clk–sam.’’ These two sig-
nals enable the determination of the absolute phase shift
the sampling of physical quantities, for instance, the hea
parameters (V and I! and the measured temperature. T
clocks can also be used to synchronize a video camera fi
ing the temporal evolution of a low-energy electron diffra
tion pattern7 produced by the heated sample. In this artic
we focus on the measurement of the thermal evolution of
sample temperature, and on the determination of the ther
behavior of the heating wire itself.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our setup enables simultaneous measurement of t
parameters: the sample surface temperature,Tsam; the effec-
tive heating voltage between the two heater terminals,Vfil ;
and the heater current passing through it,I fil . Figure 3 dis-
plays an experimental result showing the voltage and cur
evolutions as functions of time, in the unit of phase~degrees!
within a single excitation period. The frequencyf exc is here
set to 0.12 Hz. It is low enough to allow good temperatu
homogeneity within the sample. It is high enough to illu
trate the need to takePcalor into account.

FIG. 2. Schematic of the digital synthesizer. A table ofNsample11 bit voltage
values is computed in the PC, representing the periodical wave form t
applied between the heater terminals. The values are transmitted to the
thesizer using the serial port, and stored in a RAM. A quartz oscilla
provides the timing of data conversion, through the digital-to-analog c
verter~a 12 bit DAC!, as well as the timing of data sampling, by synthes
ing TTL signals such as ‘‘clk–sam,’’ generated by the timerT2 , and
‘‘clk –ref,’’ built from the least significant bit~lsb! of the digital signal.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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The solid line corresponds to the measured voltage
applied to the heating wire according to Eq.~12!. Its shape is
clearly far from a harmonic variation. Because of the need
include a significantPcalor contribution, it is asymmetric
Due to the time dependence of the filament resistance,
current~dashed line! exhibits non-Ohmic behavior: it is sim
ply not proportional to the voltage.

Measuring these two quantities enables the determ
tion of two instantaneous values:PJoule(t), the dissipated
power within the filament, andRfil(t), the filament resis-
tance.Rfil allows us to compute the instantaneous filam
temperature,Tfil(t), and thus the radiated powerPrad(t), ac-
cording to Eq.~1!. At this step, an adjustable parameter
missing: an estimated product«3A. It is provided by com-
paring the measuredPrad(t) @using Eq.~1!#, with the mea-
sured differencePJoule2Pcalor, wherePJoule is given by the
product of the measured filament voltage and current~dark
squares!, while Pcalor ~dark diamonds! is evaluated using Eq
~7!. The resulting powers are displayed in Fig. 4 versus
phase within the excitation period.

Note that the sign ofPcalor changes along a period. A

FIG. 3. Experimental filament voltage~solid line! and current~dashed line!.
Note the non-harmonic-like wave form for both curves, as well as the ph
shift between voltage and current, due to the heater resistance time vari
Oscillation frequency is set to 0.12 Hz.

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the radiated power~solid line! is compared with
an independent curve~black triangles!, plotting the difference between th
power dissipated in the filament due to Joule effect~black squares! and the
calorific power absorbed or released within the filament~black diamonds!.
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this frequency,Pcalor and PJoule are of comparable magni
tudes. By the difference between the two quantities~dark
triangles!, a best fit to the determinedPrad is obtained~solid
line! choosing a value«3A'0.3 cm2. This adjustable pa-
rameter acts on the vertical position of thePrad vs phase
curve, while theCp parameter mainly acts on the horizont
position of thePJoule2Pcalor curve. TheCp value computed
from the evaluated filament mass accounts well for the
served behavior~within a few %!. Note the large phase shif
between the radiated power and the Joule power.

The good agreement between the curves obtained
these two independent ways validatesa posteriori our ther-
mal model presented in Sec. II C. Equation~11! means that
the finite filament heat capacity is of increasing importan
as the working frequency is raised. The example in Fi
3–5, however, demonstrates that a fairly high variation r
can nonetheless be achieved with a heating wire chara
ized by response times of a few seconds. At the work
frequency of Figs. 3–5, the filament temperature oscilla
between 1012 and 1205 K, which is a moderate excursio
can rise higher as the frequency is decreased.

This method enables us to tune two independent par
eters: the temperature oscillation amplitude and its f
quency, through the experimental parameters:Pv , P0 , and
f exc @Eq. ~3!#. Figure 5 presents the corresponding tempe
ture oscillation as measured at the sample surface. The a
age sample temperature is about 183.1 °C. Note the p
shift between the temperature oscillation and the radia
power~respectively, 155.3° and 240.5° in this example!, both
different from the Joule power phase shift~the phase refer-
ence!. This is due to different time constants: the filame
retardation comes from a finite response time in the filam
thermalization, whereas the sample oscillation phase s
with respect to the latter depends on the~rather large! sample
heat capacity. The second-harmonic content of the ther
flow can be estimated from the filament temperature, us
Eq. ~1!. Whereas it is about 12.5% with a pure sinusoid
voltage, it is reduced to 2% by adjusting the wave form us
Eq. ~12!.

se
on.FIG. 5. Resulting time evolution of the sample temperature. The ave
temperature is about 183.1 °C~456.3 K!. The oscillation amplitude at the
fundamental frequency is about 1.08 K, with a 2f component of only about
22 mK. Note the offset of the temperature axis.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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Also note that the 2f harmonic of the sample tempera
ture oscillation can be very small. In Fig. 5, it represe
about 22 mK while the fundamental component oscillat
amplitude atf is slightly higher than 1 K.

The simplified model may be used for very low freque
cies ~e.g., 0.02 Hz!. In this case the filament heat capac
contribution may be fully neglected, and the simpler univ
sal wave form~5! may be used instead of Eq.~12!. By vary-
ing the frequency and the power parameters, we have b
able to produce temperature amplitudes ranging
tween, typically, 0.005 and 2 K, with a small inharmon
contribution.

IV. APPLICATIONS

Several physical applications of our thermal setup m
be thought of, most of them related to thermodynamics
vestigations. Besides the above-mentioned oscillating m
calorimetry,1 a temperature oscillation may be used to det
mine the thermal diffusivity of a material.10 One other im-
portant application consists in studying the thermodyna
behavior of a surface in response to thermal excitation.
developed our experimental setup to work in ultra-hig
vacuum conditions for the sake of studying thermodynam
behaviors occurring atsurfaces.

In this respect, we propose to apply the temperature
cillation to a sample, the surface of which is being bo
barded with a low-energy electron beam. The resulting
fraction pattern can be measured, and the oscillatory pa
the pattern can be recorded using our previously repo
oscillating LEED method.7 If at some critical temperature
Downloaded 15 Apr 2003 to 129.175.82.90. Redistribution subject to A
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phase transformation occurs at the surface, leading to ato
motions with a signature in the diffraction spots, then a p
riodic motion of some spots is expected. If the transform
tion is reversible, then an oscillation in the surface temper
ture must be reflected in an oscillation in the spot positio
within the pattern. Elsewhere, we report a preliminary res
where such an oscillatory spot motion is recorded with t
method.11 One advantage of the oscillating method, as p
viously emphasized, lies in the possibility of varying the e
citation frequency and determining the phase shift of
response. This makes our method able to give access t
sponse times of the studied physical phenomena.
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